
 
 
  
 
  
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 

 SYLLABUS 


HISTORY 395: Modern Japan 


The Course
 

This course is intended to be an examination of the process
by which Modern Japan has become what it is today. We will look 
at the interplay of humans with their environments, both physical
and cultural, and how the dynamics of those relationships spread
across a global setting and several hundreds of years have molded
what we now know as Japan. Above all we will be looking at the
behavior of people and encountering remarkable examples of the
fruits of the human will. As fellow humans there may be much in
this story that is pertinent to our present world and the world we
would like to have in the future. 

After completing this course: 

1.Students will understand and describe the evolution of 
Japanese history from the Meiji Restoration to the present. 

2.Students will examine the effect of history and tradition on 
either hampering or facilitating Japan’s transformation
from its traditional self to its position as a major
industrial and modern nation. 

3.Students will be able to describe and interpret how various 
elements of the nation of Japan and its population
experienced and shaped Japan’s modern odyssey and how the
specifics of those experiences illustrate deeper trends in
Japanese history. 

4.Students will develop explanations of the ways in which 
Japan has dealt with domestic and international challenges
and crises. 

5.Students will be able to identify and assess some of the 
dynamic relationships between world history and the
development of Japan and vise-versa. 

6.Students will write substantial essays analyzing the social, 
political, and economic dynamics that have changed modern
Japan. 

READINGS 

The basic texts/readings for the course: 

Andrew Gordon, A Modern History of Japan: From Tokugawa Times to
the Present, Oxford University Press, 2003, ISBN 0-19-511061-7. 

Katsu Kokichi, Musui’s Story: The Autobiography of a Tokugawa
Samurai, The University of Arizona Press, ISBN: 0-8165-1256-6. 



 

 

 

 
  
 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 
 

Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney, Kamikaze Diaries: Reflections of Japanese
Student Soldiers, University of Chicago Press, ISBN: 0-226-61951-
6. 

Gail Lee Bernstein, Isami’s House: three Centuries of a Japanese
Family, University of California Press, ISBN: 0-520-24697-7. 

Miyuki Miyabe, All She Was Worth, Houghton Mifflin, ISBN: 0-395-
96658-2. 

READING/CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENTS 

Below is a calendar of your reading assignments, class
assignments, and examinations. Unless otherwise altered, this
schedule will be followed. 

Date Assignment Other matters 
August 30 Introduction 
September 6 Gordon, Chapters 1-3 Map Assignment due
September 13 Musui’s Story (whole 

book) discussed in
class 

September 20 Gordon, Chapters, 4-5 Musui’s Story essay
due 

September 27 Gordon, Chapters 6-8 
October 4 Gordon, Chapters 9-10 
October 11 Gordon, Chapter 11
October 18 Gordon, Chapter

12;Kamikaze Diaries 
(whole book) 

Discuss Kamikaze 
Diaries 

October 25 Gordon, Chapter 13 Kamikaze Diaries 
essay due

November 1 Gordon, Chapter 14
November 8 Isami’s House (whole 

book)
November 15 Gordon, Chapters 15-

16 
Isami’s House essay
due. 

November 29 Gordon, Chapter 17
December 6 All She Was Worth Discuss book in class 
December 13 Final experience All She Was Worth 

essay due. Final 
exam due. 

EXAMINATIONS
 

We can identify at least six logical major
thematic/historical eras throughout the span of this class. They
might be: The Tokugawa World, The Meiji Restoration, Imperial
Democracy, War and Defeat, Japan Arises from the Ashes;
Contemporary Japan. As we take up these themes and pass through 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

them there will be a series of essay questions you may chose to
answer that will enable you to assemble what you’ve learned and
what you think about these eras. Your work on these questions will
constitute both your mid-term and final “exams”. You will find 
these questions at the website and prepare them and submit them in
accordance with the instructions placed there. 

BOOK ESSAYS 

You will be required to write essays regarding various
aspects of the outside readings. Well before we discuss those 
readings in class you will be given some essay questions
pertaining to the books. You are required to write essays on
three (3) of the outside readings. The prompt questions
associated with these readings will be found at the website and
you will submit your essays in accordance with the instructions
posted there. 

CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM 

Honesty and truthfulness are very important concepts to me
and therefore I take dishonesty very seriously. Any student found
cheating on an examination will receive an automatic F for the 
course. Any student guilty of plagiarism on a written assignment
will receive an automatic F on that assignment. Plagiarism shall
be defined as the act of taking the ideas, thoughts, or words of
another and passing them of as your own original ideas, thoughts
or words. A good rule of thumb to follow to avoid any possible
problem with plagiarism is that any time you copy or use three
consecutive words from some other author, you had better use
quotation marks and provide a full footnote citation to clearly
designate that you are using someone else's ideas. 

EXTRA CREDIT 

Traditionally, I am quite open minded about the creation of
extra-credit options for students who care to expand on their
learning, further plumb their interests and/or simply improve
their grades. I have one absolute requirement, though, that must
be adhered to regarding all extra-credit options. The work and
the focus of attention must be specifically pertinent to this
class. No topics or themes relating to other classes, other
periods of history, or other national experiences will be
considered acceptable. Therefore, a report on the reign of Ivan
the Terrible in Moscow, though perhaps very good and riveting
history, would not be acceptable as extra-credit in this class 

 ATTENDANCE POLICY 

I strongly believe there is a directly proportional
relationship between class attendance and class performance. Yet,
I realize that there may be times when coming to class is
virtually impossible. I urge you to try to be a regular and 



  
 

 

 

  
  
 
 

  

diligent member of our learning community. 

 GRADE CALCULATIONS 

The grading scale of this class is really very simple. There
may or may not be options for students to earn "Class
Participation Points" during our class sessions. Each exam is 
worth 100 points and each writing assignment is worth 100 points.
At the end of the semester I take the student who has earned the 
highest number of points to set the upper range of the grading
scale. From there, I will calculate As, Bs, Cs, etc. according to
the following ratio: 90% of the top score creates the range of
As, 80% creates the range for Bs, 70% for Cs, and 60% for Ds. 

To help you know where you are in the class, I shall post
grades on the WebPages as we go along. Identities will be
protected, but you can monitor your progress and get a good idea
of where you are in the "race" as we proceed. 

LATE POLICY 

I anticipate using the website as the vehicle for the
submission of assignments. If that is true, then the website will
not accept late work. I reserve the right to accept but penalize
late work depending on the particular circumstances in each
instance. 


